The coexistence pressure of two phases is a well-defined point at fixed temperature. In experiment, however, due to non-hydrostatic stresses and a stress-dependent potential energy barrier, different measurements yield different ranges of pressure with a hysteresis. Accounting for these effects, we propose an inequality for comparison of the theoretical value to a plurality of measured intervals. We revisit decades of pressure experiments on the bcc ↔ hcp transformations in iron, which are sensitive to non-hydrostatic conditions and sample size. From electronic-structure calculations, we find a bcc ↔ hcp coexistence pressure of 8.4 GPa. We construct the equation of state for competing phases under hydrostatic pressure, compare to experiments and other calculations, and address the observed pressure hysteresis and range of onset pressures of the nucleating phase.
I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the equation of state is crucially important in materials science and engineering, metallurgy, geophysics, and planetary sciences. However, equilibrium coexistence of phases during a pressure-induced martensitic transformation is extremely difficult to realize experimentally, and most shock and anvil cell experiments contain various amounts of a non-hydrostatic, anisotropic stress. Hence, an improved understanding of transformations arises when we can better compare idealized theoretical results to realistic experimental data. A longstudied case is iron (Fe), our focus below, but the results remain quite general.
Iron is the most stable element produced by nuclear reactions at ambient pressure, and one of the most abundant elements in the Earth. Thus, magneto-structural transformations and high-pressure states in iron attract enormous interest, especially in geophysics because iron is a primary constituent of the Earth's core, 29−164 many meteorites, [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] [172] [173] and, due to its properties and availability, most steels. 174 At low pressure P and temperature T , the α-phase of iron is a ferromagnet (FM) with the body-centered cubic (bcc) structure. At higher pressures, iron transforms to the ε-phase with hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure of higher density that is non-magnetic or weakly anti-ferromagnetic. This transformation is martensitic, 3 and the bcc-hcp equilibrium coexistence pressure is difficult to determine unambiguously experimentally (Table 1) .
A martensitic transformation between bcc (α) and hcp (ε) phases can be characterized by four pressures (Table  1 and Fig. 1 ): a start and end pressure of direct α → ε (P α→ε start , P α→ε end ) and reverse ε → α (P ε→α start , P ε→α end ) transformations. Because martensitic stress is present in the anisotropic hcp phase but not in the isotropic bcc phase, we suggest the inequality P ε→α end < P 0 < P α→ε start (1) for the α − ε equilibrium coexistence pressure P 0 and the observed hysteresis, rather than an inaccurate simple average
While shock and anvil-cell (AC) pressure experiments give different averages (2), they satisfy the more appropriate inequality (1), see Table 1 and Fig. 1d . Additionally, we calculate the hydrostatic equation of state (EoS) of α and ε Fe, determine P 0 via common-tangent construction, which should be thermodynamically relevant to purely hydrostatic (equilibrium) AC experiments, and compare the result to experiment.
II. BACKGROUND
Previous Experiments: Shock and AC pressure experiments are the major approaches to measure pressureinduced transformations, although hydrostatic conditions are often difficult to assess. Experimental onset (start) and final (end) pressures for α → ε and ε → α transformations are summarized in Table 1 , which show a large span and the reason to revisit this issue.
For completeness, we highlight the experiments and their outcome for iron. Bancroft et al.
1 studied propagation of compressive waves generated by high explosive in Armco iron and reported a polymorphic transition at 13.1 GPa. Balchan and Drickamer 2 used a high-pressure electrical resistance cell and found a sharp rise in resistance of iron at 13.3 GPa. Giles et al. 3 showed that this bcc-hcp transformation is martensitic; their estimate of P 0 by P avg. start = 10.7 ± 0.8 GPa differs from the earlier reported P α→ε start = 13 GPa, often quoted as the martensitic start pressure. Mao, Bassett, and Takahashi 5 performed XRD measurements of lattice parameters of iron at 23
• C at pressures up to 30 GPa, and suggested a bcchcp shear-shuffle model. (Their Fig. 3 
Ref.
6 .) Bassett and Huang 6 applied a non-hydrostatic pressure with an uncontrolled shear strain (known to produce pressure self-multiplication) 175 and confirmed an atomic mechanism 5 of the bcc-hcp transition, but omitted discussion of changes in volume and magnetization in their shear-shuffle model. Zou et al. 4 used solid He as the pressure medium in their diamond AC (DAC) experiments on iron (99.95 wt.% Fe) powder pressed into a plate and on a folded section of a 10 micron foil; they pointed at the uniform non-hydrostatic stress as a possible cause of differing data.
Importantly, transition pressure estimates depend on how hydrostatic the applied stress is and sample size. For example, Bargen and Boehler 8 found that the pressure interval of the forward bcc→hcp transition increases with increasing non-hydrostaticity (transition pressures and hysteresis width change systematically with the shear strength of the pressure medium). 7 The best pressure medium is a superfluid; a good one is a gas or a fluid with a low viscosity; the worst one is a viscous fluid or a solid. Due to grain boundaries 176 and melting-freezing waves, 177 solid helium (He) can behave as a superfluid.
178
Taylor et al. 9 focused on the large hysteresis and used a DAC up to 24 GPa; as pressure is increased, Fe is fully converted to hcp at P α→ε end = 23 GPa. Upon reducing pressure, half of the hcp transforms to bcc by P ε→α 1/2 = 9.5 GPa, while a small ε-Fe remnant is present at P ε→α end = 7.7 GPa. They report P α→ε start values from 8.6 to 15 GPa 9 . Using a radial diffraction DAC with infrared laser heating on Alfa Aesar (99.9% pure) Fe powder (10 −5 m particle size), Miyagi et al. 14 reported appearance of hcp at 10 GPa that fully converts near 22 GPa, while bcc appears at 8 GPa during decompression. Jiang et al.
12 studied grain-size and alloying effects on the transition pressure, finding that P α→ε start shifts from 13 GPa in bulk to 11 GPa in nano-crystalline samples (15 nm average grain size with a range of 10-30 nm). Wang, Ingalls, and Crozier 10 performed an XAFS study at 23
• C up to 21.5 GPa; a mixed-phase region was found between P α→ε start = 13 and P α→ε end = 20 GPa, and between P ε→α start = 15 and P ε→α end = 11 GPa. Later, Wang and Ingalls 11 used XAFS with a sintered boroncarbide anvil cell to measure lattice constants and bcc abundance versus P, and reported P α→ε start = 13 GPa and 6.6 ≤ P ε→α end ≤ 8.9 GPa. Using in situ EXAFS measurements and nanosecond laser shocks, Yaakobi et al. 15 detected hcp phase and claimed that the α → ε transition can happen very quickly.
Finally, the change of magnetization along a transition path is important, where there is an abrupt 8-10% volume decrease at the transition state 6,13 . Baudelet et al.
13 combined x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) on a sample in a CuBe DAC and found a transition at 14 GPa, with a 2.4 ± 0.2 GPa width of the local structural transition and a 2.2 ± 0.2 GPa width of the magnetic one; they suggest that the magnetic moment collapse lies at the origin of the structural transition, and slightly precedes the structural one.
Previous pressures disagree with later experimental data (Table 1). Using ab initio molecular dynamics (MD), Belonoshko et al. 86, [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] considered shear at the Earth's core conditions 87, 88 and constructed an EoS for α 40, 182 and ε 183 Fe. Wang et al. 23 studied nucleation of the higher-pressure hcp and fcc phases by classical MD simulations employing an embedded atom method (EAM) potential, and found that the transformation happens on a picosecond timescale; their calculated transition pressure is around 31-33 GPa for uniform 23 and 14 GPa for uniaxial 22 compression (but there is no magnetization in the EAM potential). Caspersen et al. 26 showed that presence of a modest shear accounts for the scatter in measured transformation pressures, affecting the hysteresis.
Johnson and Carter
19 used a drag method in a rapidnuclear-motion (RNM) approximation and obtained an unphysical discontinuous jump in atomic shuffle degrees of freedom, giving a very low bcc-hcp barrier; they found that bcc and hcp phases have equal enthalpies at the calculated pressure of 13.1 GPa.
Liu and Johnson 20 directly constructed the potential energy surface in a 2-atom cell for the shear-shuffle model 6 , allowing changes of lattice constants and (continuous) atomic degrees of freedom; although hydrostatic pressure cannot produce shear, pressure does affect the potential energy surface and barriers. They reported ≈9 GPa for bcc-hcp coexistence; the calculated kinetic barriers along the transition path were 132 meV/atom at 0 GPa with an estimated minimum (maximum) onset pressure of 9 (12.6) GPa, 119 meV/atom at 10.5 GPa with a min (max) onset at 8.1 (13.8) GPa, and 96 meV/atom at 22 GPa with a min (max) onset of 6.6 (10.2) GPa. That is, there is an expected 3.6 to 5.7 GPa hysteresis width depending on kinetic pathway (and volume fluctuations). In addition, they showed that drag methods decouple degrees of freedom incorrectly, as confirmed later by a proper solid-solid nudged-elastic band method 184 .
Recently, Dupe et al. 185 reconsidered the transition mechanism within the same shear-shuffle model 6 , but incorrectly fixed the volume at 71.5 bohr 3 /atom (no moment collapse allowed), and used the RNM drag method to compare energies of three shuffling mechanisms at constant shear and volume. Friak an Sob 24 in a 4-atom cell considered non-magnetic (NM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) orderings along a predefined path (which were almost degenerate); their energy-volume common-tangent gave coexistence P 0 at 10.5 GPa 24 .
III. PRESENT RESULTS
To determine P 0 of equilibrium coexistence of FM bcc and NM hcp phases, we calculate volume V , energy E, and enthalpy H = E +P V (Fig. 1) at various hydrostatic external pressures P . Each unit cell is fully relaxed at a given P. All atomic forces and all non-diagonal pressure components remain zero due to symmetry. Diagonal pressure components are the same by symmetry in bcc and fcc phases, while their difference does not exceed 0.03 GPa in hcp. Magnetization of the FM bcc reduces with pressure and collapses to zero at ≈900 GPa; hcp magnetization is set to zero at all pressures.
The slope of the common tangent to the E(V ) curves in Fig. 1a gives P 0 of 8.4 GPa (a more accurate result than in 20 , where the focus was on transition barriers); this pressure gives zero enthalpy difference in Fig. 1c , and is compared to all experiments in Fig. 1d . The previously calculated values of 13.1 GPa 19 and 10.5 GPa
24
do not agree with all the experimental data, summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 1d .
To obtain these results, we used the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [186] [187] [188] with generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 189, 190 and projector augmented-wave (PAW) potentials 191, 192 . We use 334.88 eV energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis with augmentation charge cutoff of 511.4 eV. The modified Broyden method 193 is used for self-consistency. We carefully check convergence with respect to the number of k-points (up to 32 3 =32768) in the Γ-centered MonkhorstPack 194 mesh within the tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections. Gaussian smearing with σ = 0.05 eV with 16 3 =4096 k-points in the 2-atom cell is used for relaxation. The role of the exchange correlation functional was considered in 25, 202 . We use PBE-PAW-GGA to provide reasonable agreement with experiment for the lattice constants, compressibilities, and energies. The expected systematic errors in the equilibrium lattice constants ε(a) ≤ 1%, volume ε(V ) = [ε(a)] 3 ≤ 3%, and relative energies δE ≤ 1 meV/atom give an estimate of the error in P 0 not exceeding 0.5 GPa.
There are many EoS for solids 195 . We fit our E(V ) data in Fig. 1a to the Birch-Murnaghan 196, 197 
. For iron, the parameters are given in Table 2 for FM bcc at low pressure, and NM hcp at high pressure. Although hcp at lower pressure and density (V > 23Å 3 /cell) changes from NM to AFM, their E(V ) curves at V < 21Å 3 are almost degenerate. These values have some dependence on the range of fitted data, and are affected by the EoS functional form. As expected, calculated volume V 0 is reduced by 3% compared to experiment due to the standard DFT systematic error (i.e., 1% in lattice constants). This DFT error introduces a systematic 3% error (0.25 GPa) in our bcc-hcp coexistence pressure.
Our result for bcc iron is in agreement with the previous DFT calculations 25, 198 , with B 0 ranging from 171 to 194 GPa from EMTO, VASP, and Wien2K codes, which compare well with the assesses values of 195-205 GPa, see Table 3 .1 on p. 47 in 199 . Our EoS coefficients for the hcp single crystal agree with previously calculated ones 200, 201 at T=0 K, summarized in Table 1 in 200 . However, the experimentally assessed EoS for hcp martensite with B 0 of GPa and B 0 of 4.3-5.3 differs from that calculated for a hcp single crystal (Table 2 ). This difference is expected because a martensite is a composite with both compressed and dilated regions. Any non-homogeneous distortion increases energy, shifting up and distorting the E(V ) curve in Fig. 1a .
IV. DISCUSSION
Transformation from α (bcc) to ε (hcp) iron is martensitic 3 , and the hysteresis loop can be characterized by four pressures: P α→ε start , P α→ε end , P ε→α start , and P α→ε end . In experiment 6, 7 , ε-phase appears at P α→ε start between 8.6 and 15.3 GPa, while α-phase is fully converted above P α→ε end between 14 and 25 GPa upon loading. Whereas, upon unloading, α-phase appears at P ε→α start between 16 and 7 GPa and ε-phase disappears below P ε→α end between 8 and 1 GPa. Importantly, there is no strict inequality between P α→ε start and P ε→α start due to the martensitic stress distribution in the ε-phase.
Our calculated P 0 of 8.4 GPa is below P α→ε start and above P ε→α end , see inequality (1) . It agrees well with the experimental distribution of P α→ε start ≥ 8.6 GPa and P ε→α end ≤ 8.5 GPa. The observed P ε→α start and P α→ε end are highly affected by the martensitic stress within the hcp ε-phase. A martensitic transformation occurs between an isotropic (bcc) austenite and an anisotropic (hcp) martensite, which experience martensitic stress resulting in anisotropic distortions. In other words, there is little internal stress in austenite and large anisotropic internal stresses in martensite. However, martensitic stress is not taken into account in our calculation of the bcc-hcp equilibrium coexistence pressure P 0 . Because hcp does not exist below P α→ε start and P ε→α end , these values should not be affected by the martensitic stress in hcp (though the transformation can be delayed due to an energy barrier), and can be used in the proper comparison to experiment.
Hence, P 0 must be between P α→ε start and P ε→α end , see inequality (1). These experimental ranges are compared with our calculated value of P 0 in Fig. 1d , with an excellent agreement between theory and experiment.
Elsewhere we will present the energy barriers and transition states via a generalized solid-solid nudged-elastic band that incorporates both volume and magnetization collapse, needed for understanding of the observed abrupt magneto-volume effects. Change of magnetization of the transition state from FM to NM results in the pressure change by ∆P = 24 GPa. This calculated ∆P at the transition state agrees with the observed bcc-hcp coexistence interval [P ε→α end , P α→ε end ].
V. SUMMARY
We provide a methodology for comparing idealistic theoretical predictions at hydrostatic pressure to realistic experiments with anisotropic stress, based on inequality 1. For the iron bcc-hcp equilibrium coexistence, our calculated pressure of 8.42 GPa is in agreement with available experimental data. Anisotropic internal stress in the hcp martensite, difference in volume between FM bcc and NM (and competing AFM) hcp iron near the transition state contribute to the spread of the experimentally assessed (non-equilibrium) bcc-hcp coexistence pressures, as well as to the uncertainty in the equation of state of hcp martensite. We emphasized the difference between a single crystal and a martensite and improved understanding of the available data for iron under pressure. Importantly, we suggested a universal inequality (1), graphically illustrated in Fig. 1d , for proper comparison of the assessed and calculated pressures characterizing magneto-structural (martensitic) transformations in many materials.
